
 
Manaiakalani Education Trust is pleased to announce a new initiative being funded in 2013 to 
recognise teachers in our cluster of schools who have been contributing to the development of 
the Manaiakalani pedagogy and are continuing to look for innovative ways to achieve the 
goals of the programme.

The Manaiakalani Innovative Teacher Academy (MITA) will run for one academic year and the 
opportunity to be part of this network of teachers will be available for up to 10 teachers in 
2013.

Purpose:
To provide an opportunity for innovative teachers to form a network for support and mentoring 
as they continue to explore ways to enrich the lives and learning of the students they work with.

Manaiakalani Education Trust offers up to (10) innovative teachers from this cluster the 
opportunity to

•plan for an innovative project in 2013 
•implement this project (two days per term release)
•receive ongoing mentoring
•form a collegial network  (one day per term release)

MITA teachers will
•use the “Learn Create Share” model in their own journey of innovation
•present to their Manaiakalani colleagues at the annual Hui
•present to the wider education community at the 2013 NZ Google Summit and Ulearn13
•use a public online tool (eg a Blog or Site) for ongoing sharing and reflection

Submission process  - Closing Thursday November 21st, 2013
Via a Google Doc shared with Dorothy Burt: dorothy@manaiakalani.org

Written application of no more than 1-2 pages,  will include
•a brief outline of the proposed area of innovation to be explored in 2013 
•links to examples of innovation in 2012 (NB: these must be publicly shared)
•links or evidence of sharing with colleagues (online, conferences etc)
•brief reference (from a senior management person or principal) supporting effective 
classroom practice in 2012, meeting the foundation education needs of their cohort of 
students 

There will be a formal interview process for short-listed applicants with the panel including 
(Dorothy, a Trust member, 2 principals, a researcher). Date to be announced

If possible the MITA cohort will include a range of educators/ innovative projects to represent 
educators from each sector in our cluster ie junior, middle and senior primary; junior and senior 
secondary
Further details available online: request access to Dorothy Burt: dorothy@manaiakalani.org
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